Alternative Futures
A Charrette focused on Stellenbosch

Synopsis

A charette process was held in conjunction
with the UDISA Conference 2014. Members of UDISA, the University of Cape Town
and the Stellenbosch Heritage Foundation
were involved in organising the process.
This exercise was initiated in order to generate new ideas regarding the futures of
three sites in and around Stellenbosch.
A charette is an intensive design process
that usually takes place over a couple
of days where many people, often from
different backgrounds, come together to
develop and debate solutions to design
problems.
The aim of these charettes was to gather
people from various design discipline to
brainstorm and develop ideas of alternative future for the sites. The delegates of
the UDISA conference were assigned to
three different sites. They were divided
into groups of five to seven; each assigned
to formulate a vision for one site.
The three sites in question were Die Braak,
Khayamandi and the Jonkershoek Valley.
The sites offer a range of scales and challenges. Die Braak lies at the heart of Stellenbosch’s historic core, whilst Khayamandi is an informal settlement on the fringe
of Stellenbosch. The Jonkershoek Valley
lies just outside Stellenbosch and is known
for its natural splendour and forestry.

Each group of delegates was provided with
a package of information, photographs and
maps to help inform their designs. They
were also provided with drawing utensils
and paper to graphically illustrate their
ideas and concepts.
Delegates consisted of a number of professionals namely planners, landscape architects, architects, urban designers, engineers and public health professionals. This
allowed for the development of a collection of diverse thoughts from professionals
who were all concerned with the problems
of a single site. This meant that different
expertises were drawn on and a mutual
learning process was achieved.
The charettes ran over a period of two
half days and yielded a number of ideas
for the potential development of the sites.
Groups drew conclusions through intense
discussions and debate, after which they
presented their ideas to the other groups.
The ideas produced during the process
should not be seen as final products, but
rather as part of a process through which
the alternative futures and the potential of
each site was brought to light.

Introducing the charrettes

Safety: Police are the first port of call
“Bambanani” Neighbourhood watch group
 Health: Khayamandi Clinic & Private Practice
Church prayer groups and traditional healers
 NGOs such as the GSDT, Kuyasa, Prochorus,
Legacy
 Education: Ikhaya Primary, Khayamandi
Primary, Mapukula Secondary, Khayamandi
Secondary and one Library
 Education often Linked to: Vegetable
gardens, Debating society, Feeding schemes
& space for church groups


Background:
 1941: First established with 55 houses
 1966: 38 hostels were erected for
migrant labourers from the Eastern
Cape.
 1971: 116 houses. Labour force for
farms, factories and domestic work.
 2006: approx. 3000 new inhabitants
arrive at Papagaaiberg Nature Reserve
and establish Enkanini–meaning
“force”.
Khayamandi Current demographics- 2014:
 Population: 33 000 residents
 Growth of 10% per annum.
 Area: 1km²
 Language: Xhosa
 Religion: Christian
 Ave Monthly income: R1000
 Unemployment: 40%
 Labour: factories, farms and domestic
work
Social Assets:
 Sports: Many Soccer clubs (Netball,
Rugby, Gyms, Athletics, Cycling, Boxing
and Dancing)
 Faith Based: 50 different Christian
churches of at least 24 denominations
 Churches provide links to traditional
healers, support groups and soup
kitchens

Businesses:
“There are street vendors on every corner”
(Respondent in Du Plessis, et.al, 2012)
 There is no real distinction between formal
and informal
 Trader types include street vendors,
shebeens and spaza shops
Disaster Management:
 Khayamandi is a fire and flood prone area.
 15 March 2013 - 2 deaths and 1350 shacks
destroyed. More than 3000 homeless.
People rebuilt their houses with great speed
out of need and out of fear of losing their
claim to their land.

Challenges Faced by the community:
Service delivery- Housing, Electricity,
Water and sanitation
 Unemployment/poverty- Job
opportunities
 Crime- Mainly house break-ins
 Substance abuse- alcohol
 Healthcare
 Poor roads
 Litter
 Lack of recreational facilities
 Teenage Pregnancy
 Education
 Fire and Flooding risks
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Other spatial challenges:

 Lack of quality public space
 Lack of housing of appropriate densities.
 Lack of connection with the rest of

Stellenbosch.
 Lack of basic services such as housing,
sanitation and safe electricity.
 The need for supporting the existing
structure and creating safe and vibrant
public spaces.
 The need to support the informal
economy of the area as sources of
livelihoods.
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Ideas discussed: Group 1
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Ideas Discussed: Group 2
Structure of the township, public and institutional infrastructure:
 The existing structure of the township should be rationalised
and supported by future developments.
 Service, green and institutional belts can provide a structure.
 Urban Acupuncture can contribute to the effectiveness of the
spaces without disruption of the existing.
 Community facilities create vast gaps in the urban fabric and
should be redeveloped at a human scale in order to support
public space through passive surveillance.
 Safety and activity in public spaces is of great concern.
 Basic service provision should be prioritised.

Developments:
 Higher densities are needed for formal housing.
 Stages of development should happen incrementally over time.
 The urban edges of the site should be retained to prevent sprawl.
Access:
There should be more than one entrance to the area.
There is an opportunity to densify and create mixed use areas
along lines of pedestrian energy.
The industrial area’s link to Khayamandi can be reconceptualised.
The industrial site currently backs onto Khayamandi. This can
become a more active edge.

Higher density housing can
replace lower densities in older
suburban areas.
Informal Areas
Intersections and nodes of
high activity
Create potential for
institutional facilities, water
collection points, fire warden
stations, etc.
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A core can be established at
important intersections.
These can be celebrate nodes
that allow for mixed use
development.

A belt of public and
recreational space can be
created along current green
spaces to support the
adjacent social facilities

Informal Areas
Developing a more connected
train station precinct

Industry
Structure of the Informal areas

Reconsidering the edge of
the industrial area

The paths and routes along this
area are built along contours,
these should be supported to
create legible safe paths.
Existing Edges should be
preserved to prevent Sprawl

Storm water drainage
should be provided as basic
infrastructure

Rationalising and Supporting systems
Khayamandi Settlement

Second Gateway

A second entrance to the township
This allows for more permeable
access. Routes are already used by
pedestrians, but formalising these
road would allow for safer more
legible roads into Khayamandi.

Defined edges-

High densities of at least 3 storeys

Infill or re-housing.
Retail/ commercial

Sports and recreation
Sewer

Die Braak lies at the centre of Stellenbosch. The area is home to many historic buildings
and is considered the heart of Stellenbosch where many tourists and residents can enjoy
the vibrant streets, retail and restaurants available. Although much of surrounding area is
vibrant, Die Braak is currently an underutilised space. Due to the scale of the site, the
context of die Braak is best represented graphically through diagrams.
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“Moederkerk” must be
respected as end of axis

Promote open green space and
linkages between through tree-lines
and vistas

Keep unauthorised traffic out of the
main “Die Braak” area while
allowing business deliveries and
residence access. Pedestrianise the
area and allow for various activaties
and trade to take place.

Preserve and maintain
significant heritage
buildings

Parking

Group 1
Constraints:
Difficulty of traffic flow in east-west direction across die braak
Mega-block development has reduced permeability and movement
No pedestrian access or permeability on the western side.
Pedestrians are confined to using Market Street.
Complex historical context
Opportunities
Water- Graghts and Sluise
Historical context enriches environment
Reintroduction of former activities
Tourism can be used to restructure and reactivate
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Group 2

One side of Die Braak is more active than the other.

Density can be increased on the less active side

Create hard spaces

Framing of space by adding built form to the open edges of Die Braak.

Containing Die Braak.

Adding connecting routes for pedestrians

Placement of activities

More doors and access to buildings that open onto Die Braak

spatial heierarchy

active edges

movement routes
& hard spaces

‘Die Braak’

Group 3
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Parking

Parking takes up too much space.

Assets

Preserve the space as a whole

Water is an asset

Reinforce tree lines

Preserve heritage building/ jewels

Keep vistas of historic significance

Roads
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Remove circles in Birdstreet

Road narrowing- 2 lane instead of 4.

Increase sidewalk

Remove Alexander street and make it part of Die

Braak.

Pedestrian and symbolic Routes

Reinforce route from station to Die Braak

(The R44 feeder route currently stops pedestrian
access)

This would bring people to the area before
reaching Die Braak

Pull pedestrian energy through to parking area
behind checkers.

Remove Checkers and open space to Renish
complex

Make small enclosed spaces with hard and soft
surfaces as opposed to one large space.

Re-establish link between Moeder Kerk and
Renish Complex.
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Population and facilities:
•Of the 123 households (population 443, 2011 census)
within Cape Nature property only 38 households work
for the delegate stakeholders. (figure 9 ( purple (temporary structure); orange (permanent structure))
•80% of the entire valley’s population do not live in
dwellings they own.
•The Cape nature area has a 65 dwelling unit shortfall.
•There is evidence of in-migration from outside the valley.
•Many of the Cape Nature ‘occupied’ resident’s are
overcrowded.
•Pressure from farm labourers to hold tenure within
the valley. (farm labourers excluded from the 443 population statistics)
•The population within the valley are highly reliant on
Stellenbosch as little community facilities exist in the
area. (no clinics, limited education facilities, informal
facilities include a crèche, church, hall, spaza shop and
a shebeen)
•Many of the informal structures that are erected in
the Cape Nature area lack basic serves.
Conservation & Heritage
•The area is critical to the conservation of the Hottentots Holland mountain range which has achieved
International heritage site listing due to its natural attributes.
•The valley holds many key heritage components dating as far back as 1692.
•The valley is a high water catchment area for the district .
•The CSIR has undertaken a long term hydrology and
catchment research program in the area.
•The river water quality rapidly degrades with distance
from its source.
•The has been indication that the current forestry contract is the last to be submitted on the land and thereafter the area will be rehabilitated under the protection
of Cape Nature.

Agriculture
•Predominantly vineyard; olive grove; citrus; aquaculture (ceased in 2010)
•± 45 Privately owned farms that are located in the
lower valley bordering Stellenbosch
•Cultivated land is restricted to the lower slopes of the
valley as part of a nature conservancy.
Local Economy
•Agriculture
•Forestry
•Tourism:
•Tourism is strongly routed in the area serving both
eco- and adventure tourists as well as hosting an a
large mountain bicycling fraternity with many international visitors.
•Wine farms

Analysis and possible intervention within the valley

Identified Challenges & Issues
-Complex Ownership
-Long Term management
-Water as a Valuable Resource
-Development Pressure
-Making viable communities

Broad response

-Private Land: Implementation of conservancy overlay to control extent of
subdivision and development.
-Felling: A parallel process of replanting indigenous forest. The process ought
to be a combined effort by Cape Nature, Forestry and the municipality.
- An MOU in the form of a Charter between all stakeholders (private, residents, municipality, Cape Nature and forestry) ought to be established. Key
points of job security, enumeration ought to be explored and surveys of residents ought to be performed.
- Establishment of a management plan and framework of development for the
key node.

Intervention response

-Upgrade of Cape Nature facilities with regard to framework set out for the
key node.
-The relocation and implementation of the Gateway to Jonkershoek.
-Explore a combined function of research and education programmes that
would have community and tourism spinoffs. (possibly forming partnersip
with the University of Stellenbosch)
-The Route: minor upgrades allong the road which is viewed as a primary
public amenity. This would take the form of upgrading and extending the bike
lanes while adding pavement as well as landscaping pionts along the route for
recreational use and to reinforce the sence of place in the valley. A fkey point
of such intervention would be allong sections where the river meets the road.
-The upgrade of existing living units primarily within key node. Such upgrading
ought to be established from a servicing scope that emphasises and showcases sustainable technologies (possible link to the sustainabilty institute in
Stellenbosch).
-The establishment of consecions within the precinct. The purpose of offering
concessions allows private investment and creates a sense of dual ownership
for the greater valley. Differnt stakeholders bring survailence and invested
intrests that contribute and maintain the sence of place.

Landscape Patterns

Key Node Intervention
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